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ABSTRACT
The conceptual design of an ohmically heated, reversed-field pinch (RFP)
operating at --$ MW/m2 ste~dy-state DT fusion neutron wall I@ing and *124MW total fusion power ie presented. These rmdto are ueeful in projecting the
low input power (N206 MW) source of DT neudevelopment of a coot efktive,
trons for Iargevolume (-10 ma), high-fluence (3.4 MW yr/m2) fusion nuclear
materials and technology testing.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A strong experimental database is evolving from a number of relatively small revereedfield-pinch (RFP) devices .] Consequently, the design and construction of the next-step
RFPo are well under way in both the US and the European Economic Commun,ity.a A
recent study of the commercial prospects of the RFP as a high-power-demity,
compact
fusion reactors has been completed, and a etrong economic potentid is indicated if the
phyeica =tabliohed by existing RFPo extrapolate
through the next-step devices to the
reactm regime. Preliminary scoping studien of RFPs with Characteriatico between these
next-otep devices and the reactor regime recently examined the potential of a RFP ignition/hum device as a cteady-state mource of DT fueion neutrono.”s These results are uoed
to character
the RFP as a fusion test facility (FTF).
The steady-state
FTF/RFP
device is based on a low-t* moderate-Q, driven or
marginally ignited plwna. The main god of this device ia the generation of fuoion-relmant
DT neutron cnrrents (IW = 4-1o MW/ma) from plaonma that are sufficiently small to operete with a total fusion power of ~ 100 MW without large expenditures in driver power.
Central to the viability and/or feasibility of thic compact approach is the ability to manage heat and particle fluxes in an RFP that differs little in sise from the next-step RFP
devices.a
The basic approach adopted by this FTF/RFP study first developed a quantitative
understanding of the available operating parametm space, Coat estimnteo were dso made
arly otages of th~e analysm to provide guidance. Upon selecting a demign point
in the ●
from parametric andyeee, “s a tw~din]eneionul vacuum mngnetics comimt,ation ●etablialwd
qnilihrium-fielrl ( EF) and ohmic-heating (OH) coils, subject
the size and position of the ●
to the ueud conotraintm imjJoaed by equilibrium and startup (i.c,, plaama breakdown, OHcoil streoeea, and power) requirenmnte. A cme-dinwnoiomd RFP transport model wna uoed
to calculat~ radial density uml temperature profilm in the impurity -eeeded, highly radiating plamm neded to honmgeniw hrnt flu xm in (lli~ rmnpnct ~ystmn. Tlw drt ailmi roil
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configuration and plaema profiles were then used in the plasma/circuit simulation to determine the ohrnically-heated startup transient leading to steady state operation fiustained
by oscillating-field
current drive (OFCD),6 With the bsaic parameters for the plasma,
magnetics (c.&., coil sizes, powers, forces), impurity and fueling control, and current drive
established,”s
including all vacuum, shie!ding, and cooling requirements, the maintenance
and testing requirements and capabilities were formulated, Combined with a conceptual
valuating
but detailed picture of the testing geometry and the device cost, a procedure of ●
the performance of the FTF/RFP relative to other approached is devised, formulated, and
evaluated. Given below are the results of each of these subsystem analyses, which combine
to give a quantitative
mechanical and operational definition of the RFP aa a facility for
fusion nuclear technology testing.
Before describing the parametric analysis in Section 3 and the design-point results in
xperimental basis for the RFP is summarized Section 2. C!od
Section 4, the developing ●
estimates and performance ●vtduat ions are reported in Section 5. Section 6 gives a b~ief
summary and conclusions.

2.

ESSENTIAL

ELEMENTS

OF THE

RFP

The general characteristics of the RFP are summarized in Table I. The differences
between this toroidal, axioymmetric device and a similarly configured tokarnak is best
illustrated by the comparison of magnetic-field and magnetic-shear profiles shown in Figure
1; whereao the relatively Iow-aapect-ratio tokamak is dominated primarily by toroidal
magnetic fields, the poloic!a! and toroidal magnetic fieldo in the interior of the RFP are
comparable in magnitude, with the poloidal field generated by toroidal currents flowing in
the plasma actually being appreciably larger than the relatively low toroidal fieldk outside
the plaama. The toroidal field actually reverses direction as its magnitude diminiohea
towards the outer plaama regions (Figure 1). The resulting high magnetic shear in plasma
regiono of mteep pressure gradientu provides high-~ MHD stabilization to the RFP (C is
the ratio of plasma pressure to confining magnetic-field prescure). It is this considerat.le
reduction in the external-toroidal field nnd the toroidal-field (TF) coil requirements, and
the magnetically eflicient confinement of plasma (e.g. high ~ ) by magnetic fielde generated
from currento flowing in the phwma rather than in ●xternal conductors, that leads to many
of the positive attributes Iiotd in Table 1.
Table Ii summarize the nmin paranwters of ●
xiuting RFP dcvicee M well M those
preeently under construction; included in thin table are parmneters for conceptual designs
of both th~ commercial power reactor, TITAN, IU)cltlw FTF/RFP
dmign Iming dmcrib~
herein as a neutron oourc? for fusion nuckar nmtcrialm Rnd t?rhno]ngy tinting. Figure 2
giveu a comparison of toroidal cross scctiolls for tlIem dwic~m.
The nmgnctic configuration dq)ictml in Figur~ I rcprmclitn onc in which tlm eucr~v
loquently dmcrilm7 in teme
in minimized,”7 ‘1’heueat ntleo of Inininmm •nw~y lmw bew ●
lgc, f?~(rp ),
of a pham opam clefhwcl by t.lw rntio F 9f t.lw toroihi fidd M the plasnm ●
rclati w t.o the vohmwnverngd
toroklnl fidd, . IId -, witlllil] tlw sqmrnilrix and tlw
rntio ~ of h poloilial fidd nll t IN plnamn wlgr, lj~( rP), ngnil] Imrlmlizml to t,he VOlIImP
avmngwl tmoidd Iidd; tlw pnrnnwt.mn 1’
1)~( r,,)/ - /1+ . RINI@ -“ H@(rp)/ . I)@ .
[raport].ca.n-7
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are called, respectively, the reversal and pinch parameters. The minimum-energy states of
a pressurelem plasma are described by a locus of points in this ~-~ ~pace, which is shown
in Figure 3. Typical experimental discharge trajectories are also SI1OWUin Figure 3 as
they difhse in time through ~-~ space toward the stable and quiescent RFP configuration
where the reversal parameter F is dightly negative (F = –O. 1-0.5) and Q characterizes the
poloidal-field-dominated
nature of this unique configuration. The actual time dependence
of ~ a Id and F a J34 for a range of discharges is illustrated in Figure 4, where Id
is the plasma current. The plasma processes responsible for maintaining a high toroidal
field within the plasma in the presence of a low and directionally reversed toroidal field
exiernal to the plasma are related to complex current/field fluctuations, which together are
called the “plasms dynamo, n in that they very much reflect a generator-like phenomenon
sustained by continually operative relaxation processes that steer the plasma to a nearminimum-energy state.
Considering the relatively low level of funding being devoted to the world-wide RFP
program, progress has been significant in the relatively small devices described in Table I.
xperimental resultsl is given in Table III. Most of theue quantitative resu&s
A synopsis of ●
and
have been used to extend the RFP into the regimee of interest to neutron-source”s
reactors applications. Specifically, the following observation
are used in these conceptual
design studies:
scaling (NT a 1$, where N s m~n is the plasma line density).

●

Constant-beta

●

ohmic heating alone is used to bring the plasma to near ignition conditions, with
appropriate profile nnd Z,tf adjustments for an impurity-seeded plasma to enhamx
radiative loss of excess plasma energy, thereby uniformly spreading the heat flux over
the first wall.

●

Operation at a critical beta limit, ~eC, is enforced, above which energy confinement
rapidly degrades,

●

●

All ohmic-heating t,ransport/conf inement scaling is usec! wherein the ●lectron confinement time scales M follows, where v s 0,8-1.5:

Operation of a robust RFP dynamo is invokml to aasure the following:
“ll]atcllcd-l]lod~” startup, wherein tIm fields ilmidc aid mlt.side the conducting
first wall am nlaintlninec! qunl.
slow rampup of rtmrel~t with tomidal flllx genmded primarily
dynan]o sustuinwJ/drivm frolll tlw p(doidal-fiehl ( PF) roils,

I]y tlflr RFP

mcillnt ing-fidd mlrrmt driv~ ([) IK!l) ) is invoked f’m sttwiy-st.nte

opcmt.im.

To varying dqpes,
nll tlww prwt=rwm IIHWIWFIIdm)mlmtrnt.d or il)dicdml M pot.entlirdly p-milk 011exint.il)g dwiwn: tlw ‘Ilnill IIlm’rtnill( y iR thr vmwit.y of tlhtw Ffkts
ill lligll~r-(.llrrellt., Imt.tm plaHIIm III ndflit ir)ll t() (lylmllfkn~mt nilwd ntwt.llp illlmtrnt d hy
[rapat].con-7/18/W
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the experimental =ult
given in Figules 3 and 4, Figures 5 illustrates the constant-beta
scaling and the existence of a critical beta limit, and Figure 6 indicates the ohmic transport
scaling used in the present study.
These experiment-based results are us~d to project the FTF/RFP into a plasma and
current regime that represents a step beyond the RFX and ZTH devices presently bearly 1990s.
ing constructed and scheduled for I@ = 1-2 MA operation sometime in the ●
Hence, the FTF/RFP devices being proposed herein would not have the necessary physics
database until after the year 2000. Cmrrent-driveand divertorexperiments are not planned
for RFX or ZTH until the present >1995 experimental program is completed, although pre
liminary divertor experiments on the Ims Alamos ZT-P experiment have been proposed.s
The ambiguous OFCD resultsg from ZT-40 and the complete lack of RFP divertor experience represent the main unaddressed physics uncertainties, since both OFCD and TF
diverters are essential to the operation of a steady-state, high-power-density
FTF/RFP.

3. PARAMETRIC
DETERMINATION

SYSTEMS

STUDIES

AND

FTF/RFP

DESIGN-POINT

The FTF/RFP
design-point estimate uses the previously described physice database
version of a sac+
in a parametric systems analysis based in turn on a steady-etate
dimensional profile-averaging plwma/circuit
simulation code used pfimarily to model RFP
reactor start up phenomena. 3J”’11 These preliminary parametric studies were not baaed directly on a cost minimization, but the main sensitivity studieu examined the dependence of
key performance chsmcteristic.s on two parameters that are directly related to cost: plasma
radius (size ) and plasma current (power supplies and coils). The preliminary designs that
emerged from this procedure where analyzed with a detaiied twdimenaiond
magnetics
quilibrium-field (EF), ohmic-heating (OH), diverter-field
model to determine the crucial ●
(DF), and TF-coil deaiqns and related coil geometry, Since the desirable characteristic
of a
high neutron wall loading coupled with and constrained by a minimum total fusion power
depend critically on achieving highly radiating plasma in order to spread heat/particle
fluxes and allow the diverter to or.crate (survive) as primarily an impurity-control
system rat her than a power-handling system, one-dimensional
(steady-state)
plasma transport simulations of ml impurity-seeded (Xc, high radiation fraction, fRAD),pellet, refueled
RFP were carried out using a code applied also to the TITAN reactor study and described
tl~ereini3 When combined with integrated plasma/circuit analysio, neutmnics studies, and
other ~ubsystems studies conducted in parallel [impurity control, edge-plasma mlalyses,
eddy-current (shell ) analyses, current-drive atudien], the above-described atudies gave a
The
firm basis for all illtcgraied-fuilit.y
conccptua] dmign and cletniled cost ●stimate,
details of the analyses and illodeling that lead to t.llem mulmystem designs are described
doewhrr~,la
After slunniarizillg ill this uulxwrtiml the Imrml)wtric ntudicm and dmign-point suggested therefrom, the Inrchanical dcsigil thal rmidts is Amcrilml iu tllw following !+ectiol]
4, Cost ●stimates are tlwn made ill Sm’tion ~ almlg with a colnpar~tivc figure of merit
mmlysis.
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space, which as noted previously is particularly useful in that it measurea indirectly two
major cost items: coils and power supplies (Id ) and the torus (rP). The parametric model
generates on a plot of 14 versw rp lines of constant neutron wall loading, IW (MW/m2),
avemge first-wall heat flux, q, ( MW/m2 ), total fusion power, PF (MW), average electron
or ion temperature, Ti,= (keV), average electron denoit y, n=(m-s), electron streaming prameter, ( = v~~ /uthe, average toroidal plasma current denoity, ~~ (MA/m2 ), pleama Ioop
voltage, Vd( V ), Lawson parameter, n7E (6/n13 ), and an ignition parameter. Selecting the
following range for the main variablea defines the design window used to guide this study:
IW = 1-5 MW/m2, PF ~ 100 MW, and q, <5 MW/n12. Figure 7 gives the design window
in the rp-ld deeign ~pace for the following base-case parameters: ~~~~ = 1.0, no anomalous
ion heating (~o~~ = 0.0), aapect ratio A = 6.0,transport current exponent v = 1.25 (Figpower to plasma (~a = 1.0),
ure 6), poloidal beta @e = 0.1, full coupling of alph-particle
F = –0.11, and e = 1.4s. This window is set by average first-wall surface heat fluxes in
tbe range q, = 1-5 MW/ma, a neutron wall loading 1.>1
M W/ma but below 5 M W/mz,
and a total fusion power PF s 100 MW. The sensitivity of the size, shape, and location
of the deuign window is shown in Figure 8 aa the magnitude of poloidal beta, anomaloug
ion heating, and transport exponent (Oe, ~o~~, and v, respectively) are varied. lbble IV
lists the main parameter for a Iw & 4-5 MW/m2, rP ~ 0.3 m, Id s 10 MA FTF/RFP
that providea a “otrawmann deeign for more detailed design and coding elaboration, described respectively, in Sections 4 and 5. This design ia somewhat smaller in size than the
ZTH experiment presently under construction, and represents ~i optimistic upper bound
in term~ of confinement and the operability of an efllcient divertor for a highly radiating,
impurity-seeded plasma.
4. DESIGN

RESULTS

This eection summarize
the results of design analyeee of the mugnetia configuration, the (diverter) impurity-control
system, the current-drive syetem, and the overall
maintenance and testing configuration and procedure based thereon. Coet eatimatee and
a comparative evaluation of FTF/RFP
performance M a fusion nuclear technology and
materials testing device am given in Section 5.

4.1.

Magneticm

Configuration

A two-dimensional
vacuum magnetics model waa used to establish the details of
closely coupled OH- amd EF-coil sets subject to the usual equilibrium, stress, and power
constraints.
The PF coils were positioned a distance from the plaama, Ab s rP, that
maximizes the eystem power density, Both OH and TF coils are fabricated from aluminum
alloy to reduce activation at the expense of an NSO% increa8e in power consumption, Since
the EF coils repreeent the main steady-state power requirement, water-cooled copper alloy
waa selected for the EF coils. Figure 9 giveu o torus cross section that is representative
of a uear-optirnal device,
Routine (i.e., daily to monthly) maintenance and servicing
generally would be condurt.cd through horizontal nmtiom on t!’ - outboard sick of tlw
torus, which is divided into relatively indepencknt. quadrant.o that are oeparnted by four
toroidal-field diverters (Section 4.2). I]let.allatiun and Iongcr-tmm maintcnanm of the OH
and EF coilu wo~dd occur by vertical acccm, ‘1’he OH coils are positioned to exclude

the back-bias magnetic flux from the plasma chamber t.o a level that ul-ts the strayvertical-field constraint for eflicient plasma breakdown .3 The main PF-coil parametem are
listed on Table V. As seeII frow Figure 9, these constraint
are met by a PF-coil set of
sufficient outboard openness to allow horizontal removal of either divertor assemblies or
torus quadrants, including the TF coils.
The TF coils are positioned at the minor radius immediately outside the 6hie1d/te6tcell region. The TF coils generally opernte at low magnetic fields (0.9 T); during the
startup phase, the PF-coil set provides most of the toroidal flux within the plaama through
flux conversion by meaus of the RFP dynamo (Figure 4).1 The magnitude of the radial
magnetic-field ripple relative to the poloidal field, ABR /Be s 0.3Y0, is chosen to assure acceptably small magnetic islands relative to the di6tance between the toroidal-field reversal
layer and the eeparatrix. Applying this constraint leads to the TF-coil design summarized
in Table V and illustrated on Figures 9 am! 10. The moderate centering and overturning
forces on the TF coils would be supported by a toroidal strong-back that abo aerwe aa
the outer surface cf each blanket quadrant.
The DF coils represent the last major component of the FTF/RFP magnetite design.
Each of four poloiddy-6ymmetric
TF divertom (Section 4.2) Consiots of a single TF nulling
coil with flanking coils positioned at each side to minimize the perturbation of the reversed
toroida! field. Table V also givea the main parameters for the DF coils.
4.2 Impurity

Control

Central to the operation of a compact, high-power-density
RFP, whether it is an
ignition test device, an FTF, or a commercial reactor, is the control of high heat and
particle fluxe6. A survey 13 of impurity control options, which included armored and pump
limiters, concluded magnetic divertoru cau operate with the highest heat and particle fluxes.
Since the poloidal magnetic field io dominant in the plasma edge, poloidally mymmetric
limiters and divertorm are required to provide magnetic field-line connection lengths that
are sufficient for radial diffu6ion of energy and reduced peak heat fluxes. Furthermore,
diversion of the minority (toroidal) field requires less power and minimally perturbs the
plaama. A closed TF divert.or was found to concentrate the heat and particle fluxes to the
collector plate. The open divertor configuration 6hown in Figure 11 avoid6 this drawback
by moving the cddor
plate closer to the field null; at this point magnetic-flux sufiaces are
expanded and poloidally symmetric, in contrmt to the closed divertor. The open-diverter
gmmetry also allows room for a Iargcr collector plate.
The plate heat flux without plasma radiation is within a factor of three of the design
heat flux of qDIV ~ 4 MWjm2: a reduction in t.h~ plate heat. flux is easily achieved by
incrmaing p186ma radiation h366e6by illlpUrity injection (e.g., 0. l~o Xc). As a re6u1t of the
‘soft” beta limits’ observed in RFPE, the plasma parameters and global energy confinement
are unaffected by the addition of impuritim.
Thi6 behavior i6 in marked contraat to
devices not operating at a beta limit in which injecting high-Z impurit~es increases both
the radiation and the total ●nergy loss, thereby degrading the global energy confinement.
The divertor for a highly radiating plaama need only removr sufficient impurities so that
the impuritie6 in the core p]asma can br contrcdkd nt the design heh,

[f9part}cel’k7/18/6k
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While au open-diverter configuration does not entrain impurities, it must nevertheless
physically isolate the hot core plasma from the collector plate to protect both the plasma
from neutral atoms and a possibly uncontrolled source of impurities, aa well as protmting
the plate from eroeion. The minimum separation distance needed to ieolate the collector
plate from the core plasma is about four neutral-atom ionization mean-bpaths.
Typical
parametem for the plasma in front of the ~ollector plate (T= & Ti s 10 eV and n, &
10’1 m-s) give a mean-free-path of 0.2 mm. The design shown in Figure 11 locates the
plate a distance of 15 mm (i.e., 72 mean-free-paths) from the core plasma.
Radial core-plasma, radial edge-plmma, and axial edg~plaama transport calculations
give the key parametem for the open-diverter design; edg~plaama density and temperturea midway between divertom at the separatrix are n = 1.2 x 10m m-s, Tc R 100 eV,
and Ti R 250 eV, with core-plasma and total radiation fractions of 0.82 and 0.93, respectively. The density and temperature near a tungsten-coated divertor plate are ~ 10Z] m-3
and -10 eV, respdively,
which should result in negligible eroeion; the heat flux normal
to the plate is 3.5 MW/m2.
Plasma density and temperatures near the water-cooled ferritic-steel first wall for the
divertor configuration described above are 10N m-s nnd 1 eV, respectively, with negligible
transported heat flux and a radiation heat flux of about 2 A4W/mz. Wall erosion by plasma
particles is negligible; erosion by charge-exchange neutral atoms, however, is 0.44 mna/~.
Lowering the separatrix temperature (e.g., lower heat flux or higher density) haa a large
efkt on the first-wall parameters. A high-Z coating on the fimt wall should reduce erosion
rates to negligible levels.
A geometry calculation in conjunction with a heat-flux constraint determines the
shape of a divertor plate (Figure 11), which is located at an 8° angle reldive to a field
line. The themml-hydraulic~
design of the divertor plate wao carried out on the inboard
side, where the heat flux is highest and the space is minimum. The heat flux normal to the
divertor plate accounts for transport along field lineo, flux-surface expansion, and radiation.
The flux-surface expansion includes the inveme radial dependence of the poloidal field. The
radiation heat flux is modeled M consisting of two parts: (a) a radial flux conoieting of
the core-, edge-, and half of the divertor-radiated power; and (b) the other half of the
divertor-radiated power being deposited directly on the collector plate area. The simpled
diverter-plate coolant arrangement WM selected, which haa poloidally nymmetric cmlant
headem located external to the divertor nulling coil (Figure 11). These headers supply and
receive coolant water through tungsten-coated copper tubeo that form the divertor eurface.
The total coolant path between headem is less than half a meter, and the tungoten-coated
copper tubes form the plaama-facing collector plate surface. 3 The collector-plate thmnlalhydraulic parametem are given in Table VI.
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4.3

Oscillating-Field

Current

Drive

(OFCD)

An inductive but oaciliatory (i.e., a time-wmraged conatmt clectromngnctic
flux)
means of steady-state current drive I.NWbeen proposed for the RFP.6 Intrinsic plaama
related to turbulence and/or resistive instabilities generate voltage and current
P~
within the plasma to incror reduce poloidal flux so that the magnetic-flux linkage
or helicity M held constant and the plaurna resides in a near-rninimurn-energy state. This
nonlinear coupling between plasma and magnetic fields is strong in RFPo and can be
used to rectify current oscillations in external coils into a net steady-state toroidal plasma
of the plasma
current, Id. A power balance irnpoecd at the plasma surface, a ddnition
internal magnetic energy, and a positive Faraday’o Law (VS = d+/dt) yield an expression
for the toroidal plasma voltage, V+, in terms of the poloidal voltage, Vo, and the plasma
geometry (rP, R~)m3*6Oscillations of V’ e in proper phase at hequency leas than z 21r/rR
can give a net time-averaged current, (I;), with (V~) = O (i.e., no net flux change), where
rR is the instability relsmation time responsible for poloidal-flux generation. Hence, a nonintrusive meano to drive curreut using primarily the main ccd.ning coil system to drive
low-frquency,
low-amplitude plasmwcurrent oecillatinm bmeo
poeeible.
An ~sment
of the OFCD engineering efficiency requires the modeling of the circuit
elements external to the plasma to account for all power dieuipation. Circuit equationo are
derived 3’0 for pobihl
and toroidal current patha and are labebcl (0, +) according to the
current direction. The circuit elements simulated are the plasma, first wall, TF coils, OH
coils, the blanket, a primary EF-coil eet, and a secondary EF-coil eet. CNcuJationo with
an electrically continuous first wdl indicate a n~
for resistive breaks or gaps in order to
assure acceptable levels of power dissipation in ourround.ing stmcture for a given phmna
current,
The OFCD simulations compute the reactive and dissipative powers as a function
of 4~/&.
The operating window of J#/& is bounded above and below becaune of a 1of field revered. The upper bound is the result of oscillation
in # becoming to large in
arnplit ude at a shallow revered (F = -O. 1). The lower bound is ihe result of -illation.a
in 1+ becoming too large ( > 570) and, hence, the oscillation in the pinch parameter, e,
being so large M to result in a loos of TF reversal because of the requird adherenw to a
near-minimum-energy
state (i.e., the F-0 curve, Figure 3). The J~/& operating window
completely disappear
below a driver frequency of 25 Hz. A mrn.mary of typical OFCD
parameters is given in Table VII.

4.4

Maintensmce

and Tkmting Geometry

4.4.1 General
Layout.
A number of key design choices determines the main
features of the FTF/RFP
te~t g~metry.
AO seen from Figure 12, the torum is dominated by the PF-coil system, with the TF-coil geometry shown being determined by: (a)
field-ripple con~traint; (b) TF-coil power consumption (< 10 MW); and (c) maximized
outboard opennms for purpoucs of testing accmoibility. Th~ electrically cloec-coupld
PFcoil geometry shown in Figure 9 was chosen to minimize the capital cost, EF-coil power
requirement, and nwclumical forces under both opcratiomd a~~d fault-mode conditions.
Lastly, tl]e choice of four diverter sections equally spaced toroidally and the relatively low

[Wl+Mi+7/lc/@b8

mass of even the dominant PF-coil set (22.6-tonne inner OH coils, 154.3-tonne EF coils
plus outer OH coils) combine with the other constraints to suggest: (a) vertical installation and maintenance of the PF coils and total torus; and (b) horizontal maintenance
of individual torus quadrants, divertor subassemblies, and torus-quadrant subassemblicw.
Details of the blanket end divertor quadrant submoduks are shown in Figure 13.
The horizontal (radial, outboard) maintenance and testing scheme requires an ouiboard access gallery that is sufficiently broad to allow removal and tranepoti. of an eutire
(6.7 tonne) torus quadrant (first wall, blanket/shield, mnd TF-coils), with divertor assembly
(0.8 tonne) and quadrant blanket/shield
maintenance/servicing
being the more frequent
operation.
The ned to support both normal (+187 MN) and off-noimal (-56 MN, no
plasma current) EF-coil forces combines with the desire for an outboard toroidal service
gallery to require vertical tension/compression
bars to support the outboard EF-coil forces;
th~ bars would be of 0.26rn2 mow section and are located at the outboard side of each
of NTF = 2E TF coils. As showz in Figure 9, NrP = 28 EF-coil bulkheads of 70-rnm
thickness and 1.5-m radial extent aasures EF-coil interspace deflections of leas them 1 mm;
the vertical tension/compression
bars would react the EF-coil forces Uirough each of the
corresponding bulkheads, shown in Figureu 10 and 11.
The choice of both long-term and short-term maintenance schemeu and the means to
react the EF-coil forces strongly influence the placement of the vacuum boundary. Initial
estimates focused cm a vacuum chamber into which the entire torus (including dl coile)
would be placed and in which all short-term (routine) maintenance/servicing
operatiom
would occur. The need to -t
the operational loads and to make and break coolant lines
under vacuum reduced the perceived advadagea of a large vacuum chamber: eliminating
or reducing kquent
exposure of the toms to air and eliminating the complexities related
to making vacuum connections directly on the torus. Overly large vacuum chambers were
dso projected if the op mating forces had to be reacted under vacuum. Consequently, a
cladltting
vacuum geometry was selected in which all vacuum connection
are made primarily at the toroidd she!l forming the outer boundary (i.e., TF-coil otrongback) of each
test quadrant and within the TF-coil set. As illwtrnted in Figure 10 and in more detail
in Figure 11, breakable/reweldable
seam between divertor sections and ton.w quadranta
would allow removal/replacement
of each without disturbing the other. Each replaceable
divertor assembly includes diverter plates and associated coolant header/manifold,
the
captive nulling coil, and associated vacuum-pump ohielding. All ‘.I’Fcoils, flanking coile,
test-cell quadrants, and fimt-wall tube banks and asswiated coolant headers and manifolding together foml each toroidal quadrant. The cryogenic vacuum pumps attached to
each of four divertor sections would be removed for replacement of either divertor or test
quadmnts. Similarly, diagnostics and fuel-pellet, injectors would have to be disconnected
and removed.
A given toroidd quadrant test space could be com4.4.2
TM Arrangement.
prised of: a) two “clam-shell” hemi-quadrants; b) single testing spaces fabricated hetwem
and under each TF coil; or c) an arrangement of insertion test rods or “drawers” tailored to
support irradiatioti of multiple specimens or small single-effects tests, some of which would
be instrumented.
While tlw latter approach interferes lead with the machine operation,

[rq18+co?w7/18/se-
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only the out board portions of the test regions surrounding

the plasma would be utilized.

Although not described in great detail or for specific tests arrangements at. this point
in the conceptual FTF/RFP
design, the preliminary test coniigurat ion described above
suggests a number of broad testing categories. These categories are summarized below.
●

Plasmm-MateridsJnteraction
(PMI) Tbsts: These tests would probably be limited to the few divertor sectors, each giving approximately ADIV /4 = 1 ma of area where
direct plasm-material
iuteractiom could be observed. The overall design sugpted
above allows for relatively hequent, non-interfering horizontal maintenance/service
of
each divertor section. Sine the diverter, as well as the fimt-wall, functions directly
affect overall device operation (e.g., availability), it is likely that tests involving these
components will be selected to minimize the impact on the overall machine availability
and, tlwrefore, on the bulk radiation tats.

●

Bulk Radiation Tbtm: The use of the fusion neutrons can be broadly classified into
integrated blanket/eitield tests performd within a given teat quadrant versus smaller,
l-e-integrated
tests, a number of which could be conducted in a givexi quadrant. Each
of the quadrants could in p.inciple be used independently to teat fully integrated blanket/shield concepts.
The avuilable volume between the fbt wall and TF-o>il array
amounts to 8.0 ms or 0.3 m3 per TF coil, with the between/under-coil
testing volume
being divided in proportion of 2:1. Hence, it may be possible to dedicate two or three
quadrants to fully integrated blanket shield tests (lW = 4.3 iUW/m2, Be = 7 T, B+ =
0.5 T, q, = 1.7 MIV/mz), and one or two quadrants dedicated to tier-scale tests ranging from breeder/coolant tests of a few per quadrant to single specimen materials teat of
to many per TF coil
one per TF-coil sector (wO.1 m3, highly instrumented/interactive)
(Mgh-fluence, multiple specim~l, pamive). The flexibility in individual TF-cmil design
(i.e., vertical outboard return leg, breakable conductom, etc.) to accommodate a range
of active, subsystem tests should be noted.

A useful relationship for evaluation and intercomparison is the dependence of (uncxdlided) neutron flux, lw(JkfW/ma) on available experimental volume, V..p(ma).
ThiO *
Iationship is shown on Figure 14. When combined with the coeting reeults described in
Section 5, Figure 14 provides a means to asseas performance in terms of the cost of the
FTF/RFP
primary product: radiation damage, as measured in temns of total displaced
atoms.
5. COST

ESTIMATE

AND

FIGURE-OF-MERIT

COMPARISON

5.1 Costing
A cost database was assembled from the extensive work done init ;ally for TFCX14 and
later extended to Msess the on-going CIT design. 16 This database was supplemented and/or
augmented using the experience derived from ZTH 16 and TIBER17 assessments. General] y,
the cost account break-down origina~!y derived for TFCX was retained am+ modified for
tile FTF/RFP
study, with estimates of coot, being categorized as Hardware Engineering,
and Installations cost component.
Details of this costing methodology and database car~
valuation, with
be found in Reference 12. Table VIII gi veu a b~ealcdown of this cost ●
[m}-7/lo/m
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the Imeic-detice, buildings/facilities/utilities,
and project cat being, respectively 285, 46,
and 25 MS projected on the baais of 1988 US dollars. Project cats are based on 8% of
baaic-device/buildinge/facilities/utiliti~
cods, aud site coats per ~e are not included. On
the basio of these ccmt estimates and the ge }metry and performance described in Section
4, the foUowing subsection fonnulatea and evaluatee a figu.reef-merit (FOM) for purpcweu
of future design optimization and intercmnparieon.
5.2 Figure-of-merit

(FOM)

Evaluations

It is illuminating to provide a quantitative comparison of the performmwe of the
FTF/RFP
with other eources of high-energy neutrons for the purpouea of fwion nuclear
materials and technology testing. Such comparisons, if taken alone, are of little ponitive
value, and in fact can be dangerously misleading if used carelessly out of context. Because
of Lhe h&h-volume, high-power-density characteri~tics, the FTF/RFP
is expected to fare
weU in ouch a comparbon.
The iigure-of-meritoueed herein, however, do not reflect the
statue of the FTF/RFP aa a >year-2000 option that must undergo at lead one and probably two major device otepu in order to resolve cdtical phyeico unknowns/uncertainti~
related to confinement, thin-shell phyeia, active and paasive equilibrium control, divertor/separatrix ph~ics, and current drive,
The FOM model is developed in oufilcient detail to aUow application b a number of
neutron-source approaches, although it ie applied here only to the RFP and the denee
Zpinch.]e GeneraUy, a comparative amemment of the cpectrum of neutron-eource posoibilitiea aa a minimum must include the following:
●

energy spectrum and time-dependence (e.g., peak-t-average
tio, pulse frequency) of the primary neutron wurce

●

degree of extrapolation

●

degree to which present-day technologi~
must be extended
field strengthe, current driv~, accelerator efficiencies, etc.)

●

code

flux or ‘Compmionn

ra-

from present phyoico database
(e.g., heat fluxeo, m~et

- capital coot, CAP(M$)
- annual operating
●

coot, AC (M8/yr)

device performance indiceo
- rate of neutron-induced
- uncollided

lattice displacements

per atom, (dpa/yr)

%f?ective” 14-MeV neutron current, 1.,( A.4W/ma )

- teat area, AFW (m2), and/or
- grid power requirement,

volume, V,,p (ms)

PE (MWe)

= P~/Qp

- fueion power, PF (MW)
- C:W uemuu pulsed operation
●

unit costs (e.g., M$/kg of neutrons, M$/m3 of tmt space, MS per total level of damage,

●tc. )
lfwd--7/lo/m
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While the comparative and/or overall viability of a givm approach cannot be aswmsed
accurately by a single figure of merit (FOM ), particularly when a variable degree of physics
extrapolation must be considered, the uee of a broad-baued FOM nevertheless provideu a
useful but a preliminary intercomparkon of approached that as a minimum can point
towards directions ~here a given design might be improved. The FOM chosen here is
the product and ratios of important performance indicatom. Four important performance
indicator are: (a) the annual operating cost, AC(M$/yr); (b) the experimental volume,
V=.P(ms), available for irradiation; (c) the desired final dpa level, DPA, and (d) the time
needed to achieve DPA, T( yr). Hence, the following FOM is ouggeet~ and adopted:

FOM(M$/dpn

. ms)

AC*T
= DPA ● V.mP ‘

(3)

which is the cost Cf producing a ~“ven number of (total) lattice displacements.

A powible
‘nomrmlization” m (maximum) tqget goal for FOM might be that for the Fhst-Flux Test
Facility (FFTF), wikh chargea wO.7 MS for an aawmbly thst provides approdmately
one
liter of test qwce and a dpa rate of *35 dpa/yr; in this case, FOM a 20 M$/dpa ma for a
that the 0.7 MS charge covers only operating cod
one- year test. It should be emphaai~
and does not include an amortization of the capital coot of the FFTF itdf.
The annual charge, AC(M$/yr), used to evaluate FC’M io mmprisal of the following:
(a) payment on capital coat, J ● CAP, where A (1/yr) ic the annual pay rate on the total
c~pital cat, CAP(M$); (b) cost of personnel, N ● COP, where N is the number of people
ne .xM to operate the facility and COP(M$/peruon
yr) is the cost of a person-year of
ellort; (c) mat of power, 8.76( 10)-sPEp~ ● COE, where COE (millc/kWeh) is the cd of
electrical energy and pf in the fraction of tile year the neutron oou.rce operates; and (d)
the annual cost of tritium UA at a rate Ppp~/18.O (kg/yr) and at a coot COT(MS/kg).
Hence, the following expression for AC results:

AC(M$/W)

= A * CAP+

N

●

COP+

pfpp

C OE
COT
—
+
[ 114.2 ● Q,

●

(1 – TBR)
18.0

1.

(4)

# possible credit for tritium breeding within the device (at the expense of V..p, but
not including this eibct) has been included in Eq. (4) in the form of ● tritium breding
ratio, TBR. A physics Q-value, QP = PF/PE, io introduced u a measure of elllciency in
producing the fusion power, PF, from a given electrical input power, P~. It is noted that
the coat of a neutron, CON(M$/kg),
is obtained by dividing this expremion for AC by the
neutron production rate, pj Pp/M. 1(kg/yr), to give

CON(M$/kg)

= 3 * CO?’* (I - TBR) + 0.47

●

COE/QP

+ (5.41 /PFpf)(A * t’AP + N * POP)
This cxpreosion emphaaizm the
power to achiev~ an acceptaldp

.

(5)

!ligh-QP system at rmdonable fusion
For inutancc, if CAP ~ 200M$ and
[W’4-c-r/18/*
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PF = 100MW, and using the base-case parameters listed in Table IX, the coat of neutrons
amounce to 74.4 M$/kg (i.e., 3-4 times the tritium cwt), and broken out w fractions of
tritium/ekctncity/capital/personnel
charges amounts to 0.40/0.25/0.27/0.08,
respectively.
To relate this unit neutron coot to a “product” (e.g., total displuements
or the dpa), if an
Iwr = lMW oyr/m2 expmure createa 10 dpa, then a kilogram of neutrons paasi~~ through
1 mz of tat area will generate 432 dpa; the coat of this test would be 0.17 M$/dpa m2,
or for DPA = 100 the cmt would be 17 MS per mz of teut area, or $1700 for each test
specimen of area 1 mna that received 100 dpa.
UsiDg the capital cost reported in Table VIII to evaluate that component of the annual
charge in Eq. (4), and the more generic base-case vdua m.m.rnarimd in lbble IX, the
relative FOM can be expd
with the aid of Figure 14 as a function of experimental
volume. Those results are shown in Figure 15 along with a comparison with the DZP
neutron eource, ‘e Both the RFP and the DZP compare favorably with praent-day sour=
because of economy of scale (e.g., the RFP with its large tat volume but large fueion
power,) or efficiency (e.g., the DZP with its intenee, but puised, neutron fluxes and low
fusion pcwwr)o
0.

SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

per year at 80% availThe physics required to realise the high-fluence (3.4 MW~/m2
ability), high-test-volume (10 ms ), moderate-power (124 MW fusion power, 206 MW input
power) neutron source will not be ●ailable until well after the RI?Ps praently being constructed have operated for at lmt &6 years. The dat&we for thh fusion nuclear-teding
facility, therefore, would not be ●vailable until after the year 2000. Given that high-current
RFPs in relatively compact geometry can be demonstrated within this time frame, however, an eflicient and tit-ef%ctineutron source that is capable of providing a majority
of emall-mmpk
and integrat.dblanket
test needs for fu~ion could be ●vailable for the
~iod
after the year *2000. The unique confinement characteristics of the poloidal-flelddominated RFP along with the potentid to combine or eliminate major plasma support
system favorably projmt ‘o to a compact, high-volume, low-t~mockrate-power
fusion neutron murce that is capable of providing a full spectrum of fusion nuclear m. teriah and technology bting
ned
(e.g., cmdl scale +fully integrated tats; mrfaca+volumetric
testo).
Thi~ s~biotic
combination of heating, confinement, impurity-control,
and current-drive
functions into a sirgle, generally undemtres.sed and relatively low-technology system dso
project~ to a superior commercial reactor products that is not a oignificut extrapoldion
from the FI’F/RFP syttem being proposed herein,

1*1--7/lo/w
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Figureo

Figure

1A. Comparison

Figure lB.
Figure

Comparison

of RFP and tokamak magnetic-field
of RFP and tokamak safety-factor

2. Relative aiae of range of RFP devices: existing,

profiles,

(q) profiles.
rlanned,

and conceptual.

Figure S. States of minimum and near-minimum ●nergy described in the F-0 phaae epace
for both a theoretically low-pressure (~e = O) RFP plaama and for an actual high-~
RFP plaama.
Figure 4. Typical RI?P diechargea showing the setup and sustainment
near-minimum-energy
plaama configuration,

of n “dynamo assisted”

Fifyre

6. Experimental verification of constant-beta mding, showing a linear relationship
between pha:na premure and magnetic-field premure (B; * ~~).

Figure

9. Summary of RFP confinement

Figure

7. Typical design window for the FTF/RFP.

Figure

8. Daign-window
7.

Figure

9. Elevation view of OH-, EF-, and TF-coil setu for FTF/RFP,
structure and horizontal accesrn
to blanket ted regions.

oensitivitiee

scaling for a range of ohmically

for the FTF/RFP

heated devices.

for the base case shown in Figure
showing the support

Figure 10. Plan view of FTF/RFP torus ehowing: (a) TF-coils that meet the AB~/t9 s 0.3%
ripple constraint; (b) the poloiddly symmetric toroidal-field divertor; and (c)
vacuum boundary and pumping station.
FIgura 11. Detailed
Figure

12,

plan view of divertor and vacuum connections,

Ieometric view of FTF/RFP

torus and coil geometry.

Figure 1S. Detail of bhmket and divertor submodules.
Figure

14.

Dependence of ●xperimental volume available at a given value of uncoiled neutron current and a comparimn with the other plasma-bed
and accelerator-based
neutron sources.

Figure

15.

Dependence of tlw R*lnt ive Figure-of-Merit ( RFOM) on uncolliclecl neutron flux
and a comparison with ot hcr plaama- hued and accelerator-baaed neutron sources,
the design curve given F:cure 13 and the cost database given i~ Tableo VIII and
Ixl
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General

TABLE I
Characteristics

of “-P

torus, A >6

●

High-aspect-ratio

●

Ohmic heating in high-current-density

●

High toroidal field inside plasma, low field outside plasma

●

High poloidal field at plasma surface, low at coils (J3e a I/r)

plasma

. Low coil fields, copper or aluminum coils possible without large power consumption.
●

Coupling of toroidal and poloicial fields (currents) in near-minimum-energy
gives possibility of non-intrusive current drive (OFCD)

phwma

- Low driver frequency (30-60 Hz)
- Low amplitude

plasm-current

●

Moderateto-high

●

Beta limit with possibility

●

Localised, low-field TF divertow
plasmas at divertor plate

●

Confinement

oscillations

(< 1.5%)

beta

mding

for highly radiating plasma
with high-density,

as r~ a lJR~(LJ~ 0.8-

high-recycle,

low-t emperat ure

1.5)

o Simplicity through combined systems (confinement,

heating, current drive, impurity

control)
●

Few or single-piece

fusion-core maintenance

[worl].con.7/lo/w
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TABLE II
of Existing,
Planmd,

A&sin Pammetem

Dmicx

%a&uw

~

ZT-P
TPEIR.(M)15
TPEIR(M)
EYA-BETA 11
BBT?UB
~~~~
ZT40M

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
p

LANL/USA
ETL/J~
E1’L/Jqm
Pdo@taly
cuum@’K
GA/USA
LANL/USA

RFX
ZTH
FI’P,’RFP
TITAN

P
c
c

Plasma
Plasma Current Ektron
Average
c Urrent lkmi~
Temp.(t) Density
Z“=(keV) n(l@/m3)
IJ~A)
j@~/m2)

0.45
0.70
0.50

0.095

O.(M8
0.135
0.09
0.125

l.~

o.~

1.14

0.20

Pacba/Italy

1.5
2.00

0.52
0.48

LANL/usil

2.40

0.40

4.0

LANL/USA
LiCLA-kd Study

1.80
3.80

0.30

d

WK.

Rl?Ps

Major Minor
Radius Radius
RT~rn) rp(m)

0.135
0.09
0.15
0.22
0.50
0.44
0.41.0
2.0

univ.

and Conceptual

0.65

O.m 0.26

(a) Existing ( E), PW
(P), &Q~ual
(C)
(b) Centerline tcmpcmturc.
(c)
kd
-tdhc
h~~d T= s Ti
(d) Extrqmkkm
bad cm a rB a 14 soling,
baling

10.4
18 ~

0.6

to

XE

=

6.5
2.4
3.5

0.25
0.65
0.60

3.0

0.CM3

1.0
4.5
3.5
0.$1.2
2.8
8.0
37.
16.

3.8/14.

0.20
0.40.6
0.30.5
0.1-1
0.5-2.0
0.5-5.0
10.-20.
10.-20.

1.5
0.18
0.3
1.0
0.7
0.s3.0
0.40.9
0.3
0.3-2.0
0.3-5.0
6.CL9.O
9.0

Poh3idal Thnqmrt
Beta(’)

XE(m2/S)

&

(3/16)r~/rE

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.1-0.2
0.1-0.2
0.1-0.2
0.1-0.2
0.2

43.4
15.5
15.2
—

25.4
30.4
10.7
3.-4.(4
z.(d)
0.,4(4

03(4

s

Synopmb

TABLE 111
of RFP Experimental

Results

●

RFP profiles are routinely achieved, are sustained,
reside near a minimum-energy state

●

Toroidal-field

●

Near-minimum-energy

●

RFP swtained ior many field diffusion timeo, indicating
eration (‘dynamo” )

●

Slow ramping of toroidal field

●

Control of demity pumpout

●

Temperature,

●

Conditions

●

Confinement

●

RFP formation

and appear to

revemal drame,tically decreaaes plasma rcsiotance
RFP achieved by numerous routeu
internal toroidal-field

regen-

(puloed diocharge cleaning, pellet-)

denmity, and pressure wale favorably with plasma current

of (high) constant beta demonstrated
time ecalee favorably with toroidd
‘windowd’

- Bum-through
- Fluctuation.
●

stable, quiescent,

current

being undemtood

eets upper limit on n and upper limit on j4/n
decrease with increasing temperature

(S=

~/~A)

RFP profiles/relaxation
robuct to forced field oacillat ious, giving potent id for unique,
low-frequency, nonintl uoive current drive

Device

TABLE IV
Parameters
for the FTF/RFP

Parameter

——

Plasma major toroidal radius, R~(m)
Plaama minor redim, rP(r7’L)
Vimt-wdl surface area, APw(m3)
Blanket/shield
thickness, A6(m) (b)
Blauket/sllield
volume, VBLK m3)
Pinch parameter, e = Jh(rp)(%)
)
Reversal parameter, F = %(~P)/(J%)
Poloidal/toroidal
field at plasma edge, Be/B@(T)
Safety factor, (rp) ~ lFlrp/OR~
Average poloi J al beta, PO
Average electron/ion temperature, Z“/Ti(keV )
Average electron density, ra.(10N/m3 )
Effective plaama ato~lic number, Z.f:
Toroidd plasma current, Id(MA)
Lawson uameter, raTE(10”s/ms
Ohmic J’imipation in plasma, PinP( MIV)
Fmction of alphw article energy to plmma, ~a
hSiOn ~-,
PF r ~~)
Po~C~Bmmption,
~E(MW)
- OH (forward biased)
~ L(
~H back biased)

●

- TF
- DF nulling)
- DF [ flanking)
Cuxmmmtil~rive(O.11 A/w,

1.52
-0.12
R.8/-o.~2
-0.013

0,10
9.00/8.53
6.87
1.69

10.20
0.78
?4.7
1.0
124.2
206

3:
‘wall plug”)

H
39
19
#
1.72
3,5
4.3
2.42
0.0058
64,14
1.2G

value; diverters reduce first-wall coverage to 0,87.

(b) Aem.uImi for purposm of oulwyuent
(c Theoretical
0. i M.

1,8

0s3
23,45(8)
0.30
10,23(’)

85
193
54

- first wall/blanket/shield
— power supply
● Plasma
First-wall heat flux, q, (M W/ma )
Diverter peak heat flux, qDIv (~~/m2 )
Fusion neutron firet-wall loading, IW(MW/m2 )
Plasma loup volt~e, V4(V)
Streumin
parameter, ~ = WDc/u~,
Poloidal i! UX, LP14( W6)
Tranoport Ccalil;g “parameter, v(TC, a f$r~ )
(a) Theoretical

Value .
——

Inag]mtics calculation,

valm; divertoro ruld first-wall mold

Iwackro reduce blanket coverage to

Mean

Steady-State

TABLE V
Coil Parameters

for the FTF/RFP

Value

Parameter
OH Coils
Current (MA)
Volume [ms)
Maw (tonne)
Joule lessee (MW)
Peak field (T]
Current density (MA/n12)
Vertica! field index, n
Stray vertical field (mT)
Ripple, AB~/Be(%)
(a) Forward-bias vmlueo.
(5) Back-bias values.
(c) Includes EF trim coil.

EF Coils

22.6[aJ/-34.0(hJ 11.5
18.3(’)
14.7
133(C)
43.4
84.8(n@3@)
54.3
10.8(b)
4.12
9.0-11.8
8.5-24.1(b)
-0.62(0 ~ n ~ 0.65)
1.20( <l.33)@)
-..
--

TF Coils
4.70
2.24
6.65
8.80
0.85
9.2
--.
0.07(<

0.3)

DF CoilNulling

Flanking

-1.54
0.03
0.19
29.9
1.6
200.
-.
-.

1.54
0.10
0.74
11.8
2.3
50.
-.

--

..-

..-

Collector-Plate

TABLE
Thermal-Hydraulics

VI
Parameter

Coolant pipe inner diameter, cfid(m.m)
Tungsten coating thickness, Arw(mm)
Water coolant velocity, w(m/s)
Water inlet temperature, T’j!’j!,o(”C)
Debelow saturation temperature, ATs ~~(°C)
Volumetric heating in metal and water, Q(,lcfW/ms )
Pipe material
Pipe thickness, Ar(mrn)
Water outlet temperatum, VH~~(OC)
Water inlet pressure, P#,O(MPa)
Water pressure drop, Ap (MPa)
Critical heat flux, CHF(MW/m2 )
Peak pipe temperature, T(°C)
Normalized total stress, u/uy

for the FTF/ILFP

10.0
2.0
2.5
1W.o
20.0
67.0
al
?..0
110.
0.25
0.06
4.0
280
0.05

Ss
0.5
109.
0.24
0.06
4.0
355
0.34

[mPartl--7/W8@

22

TABLE VII
L ; CD Parameters
for the FTF/RFP

Parameter

Value

—

Average Plaama Toroidal Current, 10(A4A)
Drive FYequency, ~(lfz)
Toroida!-flux owing, &b/&
e Variation
F Variation

10.20
60
0.035
1.466-1.581
-0.043--0.196

Toroidal/Poloidal Circuit (MW):
Plasma Poynting power, P;
Pla8ma dissipation, PnP
Fimt-wdl dissipation, FFW
Blanket dhaipation, PB
OH/TF/EF/’fkim-Coil
T&mind Reactive Power, P~(MW)
OH/TF/EF/TYim-Coil
Dissipation, Pi(MW)
OH/TF/EF/Trim-Coil
Red (loet) Terminal Power, P~(MW)

~-:

f

g-’

;ff[:;]

Power-eupply di~ipation, Pp9(A4W) t“)
Total dissipation, P“(MW)
Current-drive power, PcD(MW)
Current-drive %fRciency,” IJPc~(A/W)
(a) Assumee the OFCD power suppli~

(C)

2,826.76/114.86
23.28/0.0
0.00/0.00
1.56/17.68
3.26/944.3/67.10/817.6
0.00/10.64/54.63/26.28
0.06/44.15/52.61/37.27
8.82
52.61
18.32
152.41(b)
90.98
0.11

are 99% ellkient.

(b) Excludes 41.7 MW aaeociated with the four divertms.
(c) Thin efllciency is based on total power comunmd in the system. An quivdent
-timate
for rj current drive in tokamaks is x 0.06A/W awnuning a convemion
etliciency of 0.3.

TABLE VIII
COST EVALUATION

FUSION-DEVICE

Cost Acct.

(M8

1988)

Hardware Engineer. Install. Total (k$)

—

2.34

0.47

0.23

3.04

Primary TonuI Aeeembly (PTA)

4.78

1.87

0.94

7.59

Vacuum/Rmling

5.63

1.27

0.69

7.55

Shielding System (SLP)

1.04

0.10

0.10

1.24

Toroidal-Field

0.52

0.05

0.05

0.62

5.14

0.51

0.51

6.16

25.48

5.10

2.55

33.13

0.46

0.05

0.05

0.66

Current-Ikive System (CDS)

1.58

0.32

0.16

2.06

Magnetic-Diverter

0.11

0.01

0.01

0.13

73.24

19.70

17.73

110.67

3.98

1.99

0.80

6.77

22.52

5.63

5.63

33.78

1.99

0.99

0.40

3.38

18.74

7.50

7.50

33.73

Cryogeniw (c)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

!rrithm Fueling System (TFS)

9.01

1.80

1.80

i2.62

46.13

0.00

0.00

46.13

1.10

0.33

0.27

1.70

0.00

24.87

o.(u)

24.87

223.78

72.56

39.42

336.77

Diverter/Limiter

(DL)
(VF)
Cda

Ohmic-Heating

(TFC)

Coiln (OHC)

B@ibrium-Fkld
Tcmue Ambly

Coils (EFC)
Mdmn.ical

Auxiky-Heating

Support System (TAM j

System
System (MDS)

Energy Supply and Distributimi
Diagnostic

Systems (ES&D)

Devices (DD)

Maintenance

Servica (MS)

Central Data AcquiaMon, Control, and Processing
Water Cooling and Heat-RejectiouSystem (HRS)

Building,

I%cilities, and Utilities

(BFU)

Cleanup, Diopaaal, and Monitoring
Project (P)
Total

System

(CDM)

(CDA)

[-}-7/10/-
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TABLE
&pica] Parametem Used
Radon Neutron Source

to Evaluate

the Figure of Merit (FOM)

0.15

Annuai cost of money, ~ (1/yr)
Number of people required to operate device, N
Coet of people, COP(i14$/permn
Availability,

W)

50.
0.16
0.8

pt

Coet of electricity,

IX

COE(miUa/kWeh)

Co9t of tritiu.m, CO1’(iW/kg)

40.
10.

“lYitium breeding ratio, TBR

0.0

‘hitium

0.06

burn-up fraction, ~B

dpa goal vaiue, DPA
Imadiation
Normaiised

time to achieve DPA, Z’(W)
dpa rate, DPA/lWT(dparna/iWV/W)

100.
1.0
10.

for a Generic

